Typinator's Default Includes

This package contains the default "Includes" folder with the initial sample text files and scripts.

Version:	8.5
Release Date:	2020-09-15
Requirements:	Typinator 5.0 or newer
Author:	Ergonis Software
Contact:	typinator-support@ergonis.com

Purpose

Typinator comes with a few includable text files and AppleScripts. These files are stored in a special "Includes" folder. When you start Typinator 5.0 or newer for the first time, it creates the Includes folder and fills it with a couple of examples. You can then add new text files and scripts, modify or even delete the default samples. If you deleted or otherwise destroyed the original samples, Typinator will not automatically restore them, as it assumes that you made these changes on purpose. If you wish to restore the original files, you can find them inside this package.

Installation

First, locate the "Includes" folder of your Typinator installation. This folder is located inside your "Sets" folder. To open the "Includes" folder, select any text expansion in the Typinator window and click the small document icon in the mini menubar. In the menu, choose the last item (Open "Includes" Folder / „Includes“-Ordner öffnen / Ouvrir le dossier “Includes”).
This package contains a folder named "Original Includes". We recommend that you restore individual files one by one by copying them to the corresponding location inside your "Includes" folder. Do not copy the entire "Scripts" and "Text" folders, as this will overwrite your original folders. In this way, you could lose your own text files or scripts that you have already added to these folders.
The "Original Includes" folder also contains the original descriptions of the default includes. These are located in separate folders for English, German, and French. You can put these folders directly into the "Includes" folder. The parentheses around the folder names make sure that the folders do not show up as submenus in the menu that opens when you click the small document icon.
